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CA, USA, 6Bear Fight Institute, Winthrop, WA, USA, 7Space Physics Center, Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics,
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Abstract Observations of a water vapor exosphere around Ceres suggest that the dwarf planet may be
episodically outgassing at a rate of ~6 kg s�1 from unknown sources. With data from the Dawn mission as
constraints, we use a coupled thermal and vapor diffusion model to explore three different configurations of
water ice (global buried pore-filling ice, global buried excess ice, and local exposed surface ice) that could be
present on Ceres. We conclude that a buried ice table cannot alone explain the vapor production rates
previously measured, but newly exposed surface ice, given the right conditions, can exceed that vapor
production rate. Sublimation lag deposits form that bury and darken this surface ice over a large range of
timescales (from<1 year to approximately hundreds of kyr) that depend on latitude and ice regolith content.
Sublimating water vapor can loft regolith particles from the surface of exposed ice, possibly prolonging the
visible lifespan of those areas. We find that this process is only effective for regolith grains smaller than
approximately ones of microns.

Plain Language Summary A thin water vapor atmosphere has been previously detected around
Ceres, a dwarf planet in the asteroid belt, from space telescope observations. Based on data collected
before the Dawn spacecraft’s arrival, Ceres potentially contained a largemass of water ice. However, how that
water, frozen within Ceres, could be fueling a tenuous water vapor atmosphere has been previously
unknown. We explore the possibility of water vapor coming from either a buried ice table or buried surface
ice at the same rate detected by previous observations. We use published data from the Dawn spacecraft
mission to compare to our thermal and sublimation models. We conclude that given the right place and time,
exposed surface ice can generate enough water vapor to replicate Ceres’ tenuous atmosphere.

1. Introduction
Two studies (A’Hearn & Feldman, 1992; Küppers et al., 2014) have reported telescopic observations of OH
radicals (most likely from photodissociation of water vapor) or H2O molecules around Ceres, and follow-up
observations have been able to place upper limits on vapor production rates consistent within an order of
magnitude of previous observations (Roth et al., 2016). Hydrated minerals and water ice are both possible
sources of water on Ceres (e.g., Combe et al., 2016; Lebofsky et al., 1981), and A’Hearn and Feldman (1992)
suggested several possible sources of time-variable water vapor: a polar deposit, an ice table, or a come-
tary impact, rich in water or OH, at the time of observation. Küppers et al. (2014), in addition to deriving a
vapor production rate of ~6 kg s�1, presented longitudinal variation in their detection of water vapor
where peak abundances correlated with regions of high albedo relative to Ceres average. However, the
sporadic detections (Küppers et al., 2014) suggest that the production of water vapor around Ceres could
also be due to some seasonal or transient event. Hypotheses other than ice sublimation have also been
investigated. A bow shock at Ceres has been detected (Russell et al., 2016) and can be explained by a
water vapor production rate consistent with previous telescopic water vapor observations (Villarreal
et al., 2017). Villarreal et al. (2017) have shown a correlation between solar events and telescopic detections
of water vapor around Ceres.

Dawn data reveal the presence of a significant amount of internal water ice and constrain the abundance and
location of water ice on Ceres, which makes sublimating water as the source of the water vapor detections
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feasible. Even before the Dawn spacecraft’s arrival at Ceres, estimates
of Ceres’ bulk density and internal evolution models predicted a rela-
tively large fraction of water ice (e.g., 17–27% by mass (McCord &
Sotin, 2005)). Dawn’s Framing Camera has shown a lack of substantial
viscous relaxation on Ceres’ surface, suggesting that the shallow sub-
surface has at most 30–40% water ice by volume (Bland et al., 2016).
Dawn’s Gamma Ray and Neutron Detector (GRaND) (Prettyman
et al., 2011) has produced global hydrogen maps that indicate enrich-
ment in the upper ~1m of Ceres’ regolith at latitudes greater than 40°,
consistent with a global, receding ice table with at least 10 wt % water
ice (Prettyman et al., 2017; Schörghofer, 2016). Reports of features
consistent with cryovolcanic activity (Ruesch et al., 2016) and flows
(Schmidt et al., 2017) also suggest that local enrichments of water
ice in the near surface are present. Additionally, some high-albedo
patches on Ceres contain water ice (Combe et al., 2016), which implies
that water ice could exist near the surface in other locations. Water ice
has been confirmed within persistently shadowed craters at Ceres’
north pole (Ermakov et al., 2017; Platz et al., 2016). A diurnally varying
haze at Occator crater (Nathues et al., 2015; Thangjam et al., 2016)
may be driven by sublimation, though this interpretation is contested
(Schröder et al., 2017).

Previous models of water vapor outgassing at Ceres (Fanale &
Salvail, 1989; Hayne & Aharonson, 2015; Titus, 2015) have suggested
that sublimating water ice could produce a transient exosphere.
Those models assumed reasonable values for several Ceres para-
meters, including obliquity, that are now well characterized by the
Dawn mission (Russell et al., 2016). For example, Fanale and Salvail

(1989) assumed an obliquity of zero for Ceres, while it has now been measured to be 4° (Table 1)
(Russell et al., 2016). These previous studies found it possible that surface and near-surface water ice could
be preserved on Ceres over significant periods of time. Hayne and Aharonson (2015) and Titus (2015)
suggest that a widespread subsurface ice table could be expected at latitudes >40° and that
self-shadowed slopes and shadows within craters can preserve more surface and near-surface ice locally.
More recently, Schörghofer (2016) examined several combinations of grain sizes and obliquities (among
other parameters) to calculate the amount of global water vapor Ceres could produce from a buried
pore-filling water ice table. They concluded that it would be difficult under the conditions modeled to
replicate the Küppers et al. (2014) result.

In this paper, we use numerical models to evaluate three possible sources of water vapor production on
modern Ceres: buried pore-filling ice, buried excess ice, and exposed surface ice (Figure 1). We conclude that
sublimation from even a few square kilometers of exposed ice can match the water vapor exosphere obser-
vations, while sublimation from buried ice cannot while remaining consistent with GRaND data (Prettyman
et al., 2017). As a sublimation lag deposit builds up over time, it causes high-albedo ice patches to fade.
We present how these fading lifetimes vary with latitude on flat surfaces. Finally, as sublimation vapor
pressure could potentially loft surface lag particles and delay water ice patch fading, we discuss what particle
sizes could be lofted above Ceres’ surface by this process.

2. Models
2.1. Thermal Model

We use a thermal model to calculate the temperature at Ceres’ surface and subsurface region. For all simula-
tions of buried ice we present in this paper, we initially assume a globally uniform ice table covered by 3 cm of
dry regolith. As Ceres’ regolith has a thermal inertia of 15 J m�2 K�1 s�1/2 (Table 1) (Rivkin et al., 2011), the
diurnal thermal skin depth is ~1–3 mm using reasonable specific heats for Ceres regolith and temperatures

(Winter & Saari, 1969). Diurnal skin depth is the e-folding distance for a thermal wave, defined to be I
ρc

ffiffi
P
π

q
,

Table 1
Parameters Used in the Models

Parameter Value Reference

Desiccated Regolith Parameters
Porosity (ϕ) 0.5
Tortuosity (τ) 2
Radius of regolith grains 50 μm
Albedo 0.09 Li et al. (2016)
Heat capacity (c) 837 J Kg�1 K�1

Thermal inertia 15 J m�2 K�1 s
�1/2

Rivkin et al. (2011)

Regolith density (ρ) 1,388 kg m�3

Ice Parameters
Albedo 0.135 Combe et al. (2016)
Heat capacity (c) 1,615 J Kg�1 K�1

Thermal inertia 2,100 J m�2 K�1 s
�1/2

Ice density (ρ) 925 kg m�3

Current Ceres Orbital Parameters
Obliquity 4° Russell et al. (2016)
Longitude of perihelion 302° Russell et al. (2016)
Eccentricity 0.0758
Semimajor axis 2.768 AU

Vapor Model Parameters
Reference pressure (Po) 611 Pa Murphy and Koop

(2005)
Reference temperature (To) 273.16 K Murphy and Koop

(2005)
Latent heat of sublimation, water
ice (L)

51.058 kJ kg�1 Murphy and Koop
(2005)
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where I is the thermal inertia, ρ is the material density, c is the heat capacity, and P is the diurnal period, after
equation 4.90 in Turcotte and Schubert (2014). Starting the buried ice >10 diurnal skin depths from the
surface allows us to set its temperature to the annual average surface temperature at the latitude of
interest. Ceres’ current obliquity is only 4°, so seasonal effects on temperatures are small at most latitudes.
We use 2100 J m�2 K�1 s�1/2 for the thermal inertia of water ice and for ice/regolith mixtures (Table 1)
(e.g., Mellon et al., 2004). We do not change the thermal parameters of water ice as entrained regolith
content varies. We approximate Ceres as a smooth oblate spheroid, and all latitudes reported here are
planetographic.

Our one-dimensional thermal model solves the heat diffusion equation through a series of layers of
varying composition using the Crank-Nicolson scheme (e.g., Parker & Crank, 1964) to maximize speed
and stability, i.e.,

ρc
∂T
∂t

¼ ∂
∂z

k
∂T
∂z

� �
(1)

where T is temperature, z is depth, and t is time (see Table 1 for additional definitions and typical values). The
thermal conductivity, k, is calculated from the thermal inertia (I), density (ρ), and heat capacity (c), such that
k ¼ I2

ρc. The lower boundary condition is a constant heat flux from Ceres’ interior (2 mWm�2, irrelevant to our
results). The upper boundary condition balances incoming solar flux, based on Ceres’ distance from the Sun
calculated from its orbital elements (Table 1), with outgoing thermal radiation and conduction into the
subsurface. As the Ceres day progresses, we update the incidence angle and use the cosine of the incidence
angle to account for the changes in solar flux and adjust the incidence flux at the surface accordingly. This is
consistent with previous thermal models of Ceres (e.g., Hayne & Aharonson, 2015) and is given in detail in the
source code provided with this paper. We neglect the latent heat required for sublimation in these calcula-
tions, as its effect at these relatively low temperatures is small (Figure S1 and Text S1 in the supporting
information).

2.2. Vapor Production Model

The vapor diffusion models simulate the generation of water vapor and, if present, its diffusion through an
overlying granular layer (Figures 1a and 1b) following the example of Schörghofer (2008). We assume that
this granular layer is made up of typical Ceres regolith particles with parameters given in Table 1. Over time
the ice sublimates and the sublimation lag thickens, reducing water vapor output.
2.2.1. Exposed Surface Ice
The amount of water vapor escaping the surface of exposed pure ice is in part determined by the vapor
pressure, given by the Clausius-Clapeyron relation:

Figure 1. Diagrams of the different ice configurations explored in this paper. (a) A pore-filling ice table has ice in the spaces
between regolith grains. (b) An excess ice has an ice fraction greater than the porosity of the overlying regolith layer. Both
Figures 1a and 1b have some overlying layer of dry regolith that provides a diffusion barrier to water vapor. (c) Exposed
surface ice is not regolith covered, and water vapor directly sublimates to space.
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Pvap ¼ Po e
�L

R
1
T� 1

Toð Þ (2)

where Po and To are triple-point pressure and temperature, L is the latent heat of sublimation of water ice, and
R is the universal gas constant.

For water ice exposed directly to a vacuum at surface temperature T, the mass escape rate is

J ¼ Pvap

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
μ

2πkBT

r
(3)

and also depends on Boltzmann’s constant (kB) and the molecular mass of water (μ). Using SI units, equa-
tion (3) gives a mass flux rate in kg s�1 m�2. As vapor leaves an exposed pure ice deposit, its surface retreats
at a rate given by

Δz
Δt

¼ J
ρice

� �
(4)

where ρice is the density of water ice. We calculate the vapor production and retreat rate at each time step as
the surface temperature changes over diurnal and seasonal timescales.

We include the ability for a sublimation lag to build up over previously clean exposed water ice by linearly
decreasing the albedo depending on the amount of regolith exposed over time (given by the fraction of
regolith entrained in the volume of water ice sublimated). Lab measurements suggest that even a 20 μm
lag is sufficient to become optically thick (Fischer & Pieters, 1993). This is smaller than the typical grain size
for previously observed airless body regolith (e.g., diameters of tens to hundreds of microns for lunar regolith
(McKay et al., 1991)), so we conservatively require an exposed monolayer of particles for the underlying ice to
appear optically dark. A lag deposit about one monolayer of particles thick will not significantly limit the
escape of vapor produced. We calculate how long it takes exposed water ice to fade to the background
albedo of Ceres and discuss this effect in additional detail in section 3.3.1.
2.2.2. Buried Water Ice

Regolith acts as a diffusive barrier for vapor escaping from the buried water ice. The mass flux, J, in this case
can be expressed as

J ¼ DK
∂ρv
∂z

(5)

where ρv is the vapor density and
∂ρv
∂z is the water vapor density with depth below the surface. Knudsen diffu-

sion (Mason et al., 1967) dominates in this situation (Mason & Malinauskas, 1983; Schörghofer, 2008). The
diffusivity, DK, is formulated based on the mean molecular velocity (assuming a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu-

tion, v ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8kBT
πμ

s
), and a constant related to the molecular mean free path (Evans et al., 1961) determined by

the porosity of the overlying regolith layer (ϕ), the radius of the particles in the lag (r), and the tortuosity (τ)
such that

DK ¼ π
8þ π

ϕ
1� ϕ

v r
τ
: (6)

At the regolith/buried ice interface, ρv is equal to the saturation vapor density, ρs, and at the surface, ρv is zero.

The ideal gas law relates ρs and the vapor pressure, Pvap (equation (2)), such that Pvap ¼ ρskBT
μ . Combining

equations (5) and (6) gives the mass flux from diffusion through a granular barrier,

J ¼ 4π
8þ π

ϕ
1� ϕ

1
τ

r
h

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
μ

2πkT

r
Pvap (7)

where h is equal to the thickness of the regolith overlayer.

Buried ice may contain some volume fraction of silicate material (C), and this rocky material builds up by Δh

over some time Δt. The water ice sublimates at a rate of
J
ρice

� �
, which requires a total volume of regolith-

water ice mixture of
J
ρice

� �
1

1�C

� �
. The amount of silicate material exposed is equivalent to

J
ρice

� �
C

1�C

� �
,
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and the regolith lag layer that builds up will have some porosity, ϕ. The equa-
tion for the buildup of a regolith layer, incorporating equation (7), is

Δh
Δt

¼ 4π
8þ π

ϕ
1� ϕ

1
τ

r
h

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
μ

2πkT

r
Pvap

1
ρice

C
1� C

1
1� ϕ

¼ α
h

(8)

Due to the low thermal inertia of the regolith on Ceres, the buried ice table
temperature will remain close the annual average surface temperature and
α will remain constant in depth and time. In the special case of pure ice
(C = 0), the regolith lag thickness will not increase with time (Δh/Δt = 0).
We directly integrate equation (8) to give regolith thickness h at the end of
each time step Δt:

h ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h0

2 þ 2αΔt
q

(9)

where h0 is the initial thickness, h is the regolith thickness after time t, and α is
constant in time. In cases where the temperature is not constant (e.g., varying
obliquity), we use equation (9) in each time step.

2.3. Model Implementation

We modeled three different possible configurations of the ice: buried pore-filling (C = 1 � ϕ or C = 0.5
throughout the remainder of the paper) ice, buried excess (C < 1 � ϕ or C < 0.5) ice, and exposed surface
ice (no diffusive barrier) (Figure 1).

Typical results showing the buildup of regolith over a buried ice table are shown in Figure 2, with a C value of
0.5 (pore-filling ice, when we take ϕ = 0.5, Table 1). The obliquity of Ceres varies between 2° and 20° on an
~25 kyr timescale (Ermakov et al., 2017). However, the lag buildup is largely insensitive to variations in obli-
quity (Schörghofer, 2016) (Figure 2). For the remainder of this paper, we use the current Ceres obliquity of 4°
as obliquity does not significantly change our vapor production results except at polar latitudes, where vapor
production is small enough to be insignificant.

The combined thermal and vapor diffusion models track the regolith lag buildup and the global vapor pro-
duction rate over time (Figure 3). Whenever C > 0, the vapor flux over all latitudes decreases with time
(Figure 3). The special case of C = 0 results in a constant vapor production, the value of which is fixed by
our initial choice of ice table burial depth.

For exposed surface water ice, we assume that whatever mechanism exposed the water ice did not deliver
any additional heat and that sublimation occurs at a rate set by the ice surface temperature alone, as to
remain independent of exposure process (or processes). This is also consistent with previous work on ice
exposing impacts (Dundas & Byrne, 2010). While this may initially underestimate the vapor produced after
a water ice patch is exposed, it does not alter our conclusions as to what ice configurations may be able to
replicate the ~6 kg/s vapor production rate observed by Küppers et al. (2014) (section 3). When calculating
the fading lifetime, we set the originally buried ice to be at the annual average surface temperature until
the regolith cover is removed. We subsequently track diurnally and seasonally varying temperatures and
sublimation rates.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Buried Pore-Filling Ice (C = 1 � ϕ)

Water vapor output from a buried pore-filling ice table within the first few millions to tens of millions of years
is within an order of magnitude of the present-day Küppers et al. (2014) result of ~6 kg s�1 (Figure 3a).
However, after 4.5 Gyr, vapor production is almost 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the Küppers et al.
(2014) rate at ~0.056 kg s�1. This large difference between the model prediction and the observed rate of
water vapor flux indicates that it is unlikely that a primordial pore-filling global ice table on Ceres would
be responsible for the present-day water vapor detections (Küppers et al., 2014). This is consistent with ice
stability modeling by Schörghofer (2016). Prettyman et al. (2017) found that GRaND neutron counting data
are consistent with pore-filling ice (C = 0.8 and 1 μmgrain size) with a global vapor production of 0.003 kg s�1.
This leads us to consider other water ice configurations to explain these observations.

Figure 2. Results from the buried pore-filling ice model showing the
regolith thickness overlying the ice table at various different times in
the model run. Obliquity is either a constant 4° or varying between 2° and
20° over a period of 25 kyr (Ermakov et al., 2017).
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3.2. Excess Ice Table

With less regolith entrained in the ice, the sublimation lag over buried excess
ice will build up more slowly, allowing for higher vapor production rates for
longer. In the special case of C = 0, the vapor output over 4.5 Gyr remains
steady at a global rate of 29 kg s�1 (Figure 3a), but this is set by our choice
of an initial burial depth of 3 cm. Increasing this initial burial depth to
15 cm would reduce the global water vapor production rate to ~6 kg s�1.
Therefore, a global buried pure ice table can produce the order of magnitude
vapor production rate of the Küppers et al. (2014) result. An ice table with
zero regolith contamination, however, is unrealistic (it is inconsistent with
constraints from geophysical modeling (e.g., Bland et al., 2016) and does
not satisfy GRaND observational constrains, discussed below). Here we
choose to explore two cases where a global ice table of buried excess ice
(1) matches the present-day vapor production rates observed by telescopic
studies (e.g., Küppers et al., 2014) and (2) qualitatively matches results from
GRaND (Prettyman et al., 2017).

In order for a global primordial excess ice table, starting at a depth of 3 cm, to
produce 6 kg s�1 of water vapor after 4.5 Gyr, it would require 0.007%
regolith by volume (C = 7 × 10�5). The final depth of this ice table would
be 3–18 cm, depending on latitude. This case (as well as the pure water ice
table at 15 cm described in the previous paragraph) is inconsistent with
results from GRaND (Prettyman et al., 2017), which finds relatively low
concentrations of hydrogen in the upper 0.5–1 m of regolith at the equator
compared to the polar regions.

Results from the GRaND instrument (Prettyman et al., 2017) indicate latitudi-
nal variation in the epithermal and thermal neutrons that correspond to an
enrichment of hydrogen at >40° latitude in the upper 0.5–1 m of regolith.
We assume that this enrichment is due to buried water ice. Primordial buried
ice with a C value of 0.02 (2% regolith by volume) would develop after 4.5 Gyr
into an ice table buried by >1 m of regolith equatorward of 40° latitude.
However, this ice table would have a present-day production rate of
0.37 kg s�1 of water vapor, inconsistent with the Küppers et al. (2014) detec-
tion but consistent with predicted rates of 0.03–0.3 kg s�1 by Fanale and
Salvail (1989) and 0.17 kg s�1 by Schörghofer (2016).

In summary, a present-day buried ice table cannot simultaneously generate a
global water vapor output consistent with that reported in Küppers et al.
(2014) and remain consistent with the GRaND observations (Prettyman
et al., 2017). We cannot rule out an excess buried ice table as a source of some
fraction of the Küppers et al. (2014) observation, but it cannot account for the
full ~6 kg/s production rate.

3.3. Exposed Surface Ice

Spectroscopic observations of high-albedo spots on Ceres have confirmed that at least some of these
nonpermanently shadowed areas have a water ice component (Combe et al., 2016). The strength of the water
absorption band varies from area to area, and not all high-albedo areas on Ceres contain water ice. For
example, the Occator high-albedo material has no water absorption signature and instead has absorption
signatures consistent with carbonate and ammonium salts (De Sanctis et al., 2016). Recent work suggests that
exposed surface ice is not present equatorward of ~30° latitude (Combe et al., 2017). One possible cause of
the dearth of water ice patch detections in the ~ ± 30° latitude region could be that a sublimation lag has
caused them to lose their distinctive high-albedo and near-IR absorption features and are therefore nearly
impossible to detect (section 3.3.1).

Figure 3. (a) Vapor produced by ice tables with varying volume fractions
of regolith (C = 0 is pure water ice, C< 0.5 is excess ice, and C = 0.5 is pore-
filling ice) over time. Vapor production decreases with time as a subli-
mation lag builds up and inhibits diffusion. (b) For the same volume
fractions of regolith as shown in Figure 3a, the ice table retreat with lati-
tude is plotted after 4.5 Gyr of sublimation in the model. This represents a
negligible amount of mass loss from vapor production over Ceres’ life-
time. The roughly 1m sensitivity range of the GRaND instrument on Dawn
(Prettyman et al., 2011) is shown in gray.
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Figure 4. Vapor production from exposed surface ice versus season for multiple latitudes (down) and albedos (across). The
vertical scale for vapor production varies by 8 orders of magnitude within the latitude range presented. The albedo of 0.135
is of confirmed water ice detections at Oxo crater (Combe et al., 2016). The width of the curve indicates the diurnal
variation.
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We show results for water ice sublimation on flat terrains at several latitudes
throughout a cererian year (Figure 4) and maximum vapor production rates
at perihelion for different combinations of albedo and latitude (Figure 5).
We choose to model albedos (denoted A) of 0.135 and 0.2 here as the albedo
of the confirmed Oxo water ice patch is low (0.135 (Combe et al., 2016)),
suggesting that exposed surface ice on Ceres may typically have some rego-
lith contamination. We find that if there were ~1 to 10 km2 of exposed surface
ice on Ceres at the optimal location with the right albedo (e.g., on the equator
with A ~ 0.15), it could replicate the Küppers et al. (2014) observation
(Figures 4 and 5). However, these rates are strongly affected by local topogra-
phy (section 3.3.2).

The amount of vapor produced strongly depends on season and local time
(Figure 4). Diurnal variations in the vapor production rate during cererian
summer are a factor of ~4, and the maximum variation of the vapor produc-
tion rate throughout the cererian year can be as high as an order
of magnitude.
3.3.1. Fading Lifetimes for Water Ice Patches
In order to calculate the lifetimes of these high-albedo water ice patches,
we construct a model that allows for the albedo to linearly decrease as
water ice is sublimated, exposing regolith particles that eventually build

up a lag. We start with an albedo of 0.135, based on the albedo of the water ice detection at Oxo crater
(Combe et al., 2016). When enough ice has sublimated to expose approximately a one-monolayer thick
lag of spherical particles (with properties described in Table 1), the albedo reaches the Ceres background
albedo of 0.09 (Li et al., 2016). As initial conditions, we assume that the exposure of these ice patches
occurs at perihelion on flat terrain.

We vary the regolith content in the exposed water ice from 0.1 to 10% by volume. Even a few parts per million
of dust can significantly reduce the albedo of snow on Earth (Warren & Wiscombe, 1980), and we explore a 2
order of magnitude range in dust content to accommodate that strong effect. The relatively low albedo of the
water ice patch confirmed by Combe et al. (2016) suggests some possible regolith contamination, though the
regolith content of that ice is not currently known.

Fading lifetimes of exposed surface ice on flat terrain with varying latitude are presented in Figure 6. Fading
lifetimes rapidly increase with latitude poleward of 40° from approximately tens of years to approximately
hundreds kyr or longer depending on regolith content. Water ice bright spots would be visible for less than
a terrestrial year at the equator, except in the 0.1% regolith by volume case where they would be visible for
almost three terrestrial years. These results do not include the effects of topography, which can alter vapor
production significantly (section 3.3.2 and Figure 7).

Exposed water ice patches capable of producing a Küppers et al. (2014) water vapor flux remain bright (0.135
albedo) for a geologically short amount of time (Figure 7). If a single transient water ice exposure on flat
terrain was entirely responsible for detections described by Küppers et al. (2014), then it must have been
at low (<~20°) latitude (Figure 4). By the time of Dawn’s arrival (March 2015, 2 years after the last vapor detec-
tions reported by Küppers et al., 2014), the albedo of the ice exposed would be similar to the 0.09 background
albedo for three out of the four regolith contents we modeled.

However, at least a monolayer of particles will not be sufficient to cut off sublimating water vapor (see pre-
factor, including r/h, in equation (7)). Water ice patches may be optically dark but still be contributing water
vapor to Ceres’ exosphere. We calculate how long it would take to build up a sublimation lag that would
reduce the vapor production rate by an order of magnitude (approximately 3 monolayers, based on
equation (7) and not taking into account packing efficiency of the grains). For exposed surface ice with 5%
regolith at the equator exposed at perihelion, it would take ~101 terrestrial days for it to fade but ~145 days
for a 300 μm sublimation lag to build up. Changing the location of this exposed surface ice to 20°N, the fading
time changes to ~149 terrestrial days and the reduction by a factor of 10 in sublimation rate occurs
after ~217 days.

Figure 5. Maximum vapor production rates of surface ice on flat terrain as
a function of albedo and latitude. See Figure 4 for diurnal and seasonal
variations. The white contour is at 6 kg km�2 s�1 (i.e., where 1 km2 of
exposed ice would generate the Küppers et al., 2014, vapor production
rate).
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3.3.2. Effect of Local Topography at Oxo Crater
Local topography significantly changes the amount of vapor produced and the amount of time exposed
water ice can be expected to have a higher albedo. In order to illustrate the effect of local topography, we
consider the specific case of the water ice patch at Oxo crater (Combe et al., 2016).

The 10 km diameter Oxo impact crater is located at 42.2°N and has a spectral detection of water ice in the
poleward facing crater wall (Combe et al., 2016). We used the Dawn High Altitude Mapping Orbit Digital
Terrain Model (Roatsch et al., 2016) to determine the depth of the crater to be ~1.5 km. In this model, the
slope of the terrain is determined by the distance from the center of a parabolic-shaped crater to the point
of interest on the crater wall. This model takes into account shadowing from crater walls, the effect of a
reduced sky view factor (Text S2), and thermal and visual reflected radiation from surrounding terrain.

The vapor produced by 1 km2 on a flat surface at 42.2°N is 2 orders of magnitude greater than a similar 1 km2

exposed surface ice patch on the poleward facing wall of the impact crater (Figure 7). The maximum vapor

Figure 6. Fading lifetimes of exposed surface ice versus latitude, assuming particles with radius of 50 μm.
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production rate of exposed ice at the approximate location of the water ice
detection at Oxo is ~6 × 10�3 kg s�1 km�2, the same order of magnitude
of vapor production as flat terrain at ~60°N (Figure 4) that has a fading
lifetime of > ~100 terrestrial years (Figure 6). This vapor production rate
and area of the exposed ice is low enough that the Oxo bright patch alone
would not contribute a significant amount of vapor to the Küppers et al.
(2014) rate detection. However, if an otherwise identical ice patch is on the
equatorward facing wall of the Oxo, it would generate ~4.5 kg s�1 km�2 of
water vapor, the same order of magnitude of vapor produced by flat terrain
at ~20°N (Figure 4).

3.4. Dust Particle Lofting

If water vapor sublimation could loft surface regolith particles, it might be
possible for some exposed water ice patches to become self-cleaning. This
removal of sublimation lag would prolong the water ice patch’s lifetime.

To determine what size particles can be lofted by sublimated water vapor, we
assume a force balance between the upward vapor pressure and the down-
ward force of gravity on a regolith grain. This force balance does not calculate
the maximum height attained by the particle but rather what size particle
would be expected at that height above the ice patch surface. We do not
include electrostatic or other intergrain forces, and so the results presented
here are upper limits for sublimation-lofted particle sizes. As the particle
height increases, the velocity at which the water molecules hit the particle
decreases and the particle’s solid angle becomes smaller, resulting in fewer
water-molecule/regolith-grain collisions. These two effects reduce the
upward force on lofted particles with altitude (Text S3).

Figure 8 shows the particle sizes that can be lofted with ice temperature and
height above the surface for two different hypothetical exposed circular
water ice areas, one that approximates the radius of Cerealia Facula within

Occator crater (~5 km (Nathues et al., 2017)) and one that is 1 km2 in total area (similar to the area of exposed
water ice needed to replicate the Küppers et al., 2014, production rate under conditions described earlier).
While it is important to note that water ice has not been detected at Cerealia Facula (De Sanctis et al.,
2016), it does represent an upper limit on known high-albedo areas on Ceres.

The maximum temperature for a fading water ice patch at the equator is ~180 K and at the location of
Cerealia Facula (19.81°N (Nathues et al., 2017)) is ~177 K, assuming 5% regolith contamination within the
ice, a starting albedo of 0.135, and exposure at perihelion. The annual average temperature is ~155 K at
the equator and gives the lower bound of temperature ranges explored in Figure 8. It is possible to reach
higher temperatures due to local heterogeneities that can cause local decreases in thermal inertia.
However, we find that the maximum temperatures for a fading ice patch with the conditions mentioned
above represent a reasonable maximum temperature. Particles will rise and fall with diurnal changes in sur-
face ice temperature and sublimation rate.

Typical lofted particle sizes are on the order of about several microns or less in the parameter ranges we
explored. Figure 8 shows that for cooler temperatures, only particles a few tenths of microns in diameter
can be lofted, and this decreases quickly with height above the surface. The particles lofted are smaller than
most typical lunar regolith particle sizes (e.g., a few tens to hundreds of microns for lunar regolith (McKay
et al., 1991)), and so self-cleaning of ice by regolith particle lofting is not likely to be a significant effect if
Ceres has a typical regolith size distribution. However, the vapor diffusivity of a dust mantle with 1 μm par-
ticles best matches the GRaND observations (Prettyman et al., 2017), so smaller than lunar regolith-sized par-
ticles may be common on Ceres and ice self-cleaning may be possible in that case.

Particles not at the center of the water ice patch receive some net impulse in the horizontal direction, and
those particles will ultimately pass over the edge of the ice patch and fall back to the ground. This distance
traveled also depends on particle size, and radial sorting of grain sizes around faded exposed water ice

Figure 7. Vapor production model results for exposed surface ice versus
season at the latitude of Oxo crater. They show exposed surface ice (a)
at flat terrain and (b) at a location 3.3 km south of the center (e.g., pole-
ward facing slope) of a 10 km diameter 0.15 depth/diameter (d/D) ratio
parabolic crater.
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patches would be a sign of ongoing particle lofting. Concentric
sorted particle rings could potentially be detected after the water
ice patch has faded, leaving a signature of past ice exposures.

The literature on cometary activity provides another approach to
estimating the size threshold beyond which a gas flux lifts particles
to complement the one used here. Based on equation 6 in Jewitt
(1996) (derived from balancing the gas drag force against local
gravity on a comet), particles smaller than 0.5 μm can be lofted at
zero altitude at 170 K, consistent with our calculations above.

4. Conclusions

We have shown that short-lived local water ice exposure can
explain the transient exosphere detections by Küppers et al.
(2014). We cannot rule out a global excess buried ice table produ-
cing some amount of background vapor but that background
vapor flux alone is not sufficient to explain the Küppers et al.
(2014) observation.

We determined that conditions most favorable for the production
of water vapor at a rate of > ~1 kg s�1 correspond to surface ice
remaining optically bright (less than one monolayer of regolith
particles) for less than a few terrestrial years or, depending on
the regolith content of the ice, significantly shorter amounts of
time. This means that Dawn observing a single exposure of water
ice that could have been the source of the Küppers et al. (2014)
observation is most likely impossible, as the ice patch would have
totally faded before the spacecraft’s March 2015 arrival (an inter-
val of approximately two terrestrial years after the last reported
detection of water vapor in March 2013 by Küppers et al., 2014)
in all but the purest ice case we tested. These quick-fading life-
times for water ice patches that could match the Küppers et al.
(2014) vapor output rate are consistent with the transient nature
of the water vapor exosphere detections, even with significant
sublimation occurring several times longer than the fading life-
time of the water ice patch. Strong diurnal and seasonal variations

in vapor production that the model predicts are consistent with the temporal variations reported by
Küppers et al. (2014).

Particles lofted by water vapor escaping from the surface of ice exposures are generally small, on the order of
tenths of microns or less, and so this represents an ineffective mechanism for prolonging the visible lifetime
of water ice patches unless Ceres has finer-grained regolith than other airless bodies.
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